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Book Review, Your 
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 GOC Subscribers receive a
10% Discount to Extension’s
Community Horticulture
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hosted by Master Gardener
Volunteers

 Ten issues for $20 a year 
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Orange County features a wide variety of growing environments, from mountaintop to
riverside, and soils of practically any description. That's why our Master Gardeners
write and edit Gardening in Orange County (GOC) specifically for you: the Orange
County Gardener! We've just given GOC a facelift in honor of its 20th anniversary,
and invite you to become a subscriber to this valuable home gardening
resource, focusing on local gardening concerns.
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By Kathi Hylas, Port Jervis Master Gardener

During the Victorian era [1837-1901], a much larger middle and

upper class developed that had a great deal more money and

free time than ever before.  Along with this new free time, the

Victorians developed very strict rules of etiquette and propriety.

The many rules and customs particularly between unmarried

men and women were very strict.  Unmarried men and women

were not allowed to have conversations with each other and

flirtin
g was out of the question.

Historically, flo
wers and plants were used to convey messages

for thousands of years.  In the Hebrew Bible's Song of Songs,

there are many quotable lines, as well as in poetry of William

Shakespeare and many other authors.  Therefore, a basis of

understanding formed with regard to the use of flowers and

plants to convey messages back and forth.  The Victorians took

this one step further and created a fluorography; a language of

flowers.  It s
oon became popular to send secret messages using

flowers.  It w
as not as simple as sending a bouquet of roses or

mixed flowers as it was an entire society living by a very rigid

set of rules.

The meaning of each flower had strict placement and

presentation.  Many dictionaries and books were

printed at the time to describe the

meanings of the most popular

flowers and plants.  The language

of flowers became a popular way for

courting men and women to

communicate.  Magnificent

conservatories were built to house

exotic plants while floral design

dominated interior design and an avid

interest in botany was born. One of the

ways Victorians liked to give or carry

flowers was by utilizin
g tussie mussies.  A

tussie mussie was a small floral spray with

the primary flower or flowers raised a bit in

the center with a concentric circle of

complementary flowers, leaves, and/or herbs

forming a tight ring around the central flower

or flowers.  The floral bouquet was then

wrapped with lace and placed in a tussie

mussie holder or any appropriate material that kept the plant

material moist until it c
ould be delivered to the recipient.

The following is a list of some flowers with their corresponding

sentiments for you to consider as you send your valentine a

message this Valentine's Day: Amaryllis-radiant beauty;

Anemone-anticipation; Azalea-fragile passion; Balm-sympathy

Bluebell-everlasting love; Buttercup-you are radiant; CamelliaVol. XXI, No. 1         
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and garden beds throughout the frost free season as
long as you deadhead.

Penstemon 'Carillo Red'

The brilliant red hue of this new penstemon
introduction will attract hungry butterflies and
hummingbirds to the nectar of 'Carillo Red' from June through August.
Gardeners may have shied away from some penstemons in the past due to
sparse blooms, but the Fleuroselect judges were impressed by the high flower
count of 'Carillo Red.' The penstemon doesn't like wet feet and won't return
after a soggy winter in clay soil, so if you have drainage issues try this flower in a
raised bed.  Even planting a few inches above grade can make the difference for
the penstemon.

Petunia 'SweetSunshine® Provence'

The market never seems to tire of new petunia cultivars, nor of flowers with a
purplish-blue hue. The trend in vegetative propagation has caused an explosion
in double-flowered petunia varieties.  'SweetSunshine® Provence' is special in
that it produces masses of sturdy little lavender blooms that look more like
miniature roses than petunias. The plants are semi trailing, which make them
useful for both hanging baskets and edging plants. Just don't crowd these plants
as a mature plant spreads up to 20 inches.  Six hours of daily sunshine and
fertilizing twice a month will yield flowers from spring until first frost.

Zinnia 'Zahara Sunburst'

The Zinnia marylandica, a hybrid cross between Zinnia angustifolia and the
Zinnia violacea, introduced by the University of Maryland in the 1980's, offered
consumers a flower that was disease resistant, compact, and free-flowering.
However, breeders have raised the bar with the first bicolor Zinnia marylandica,
'Zahara Sunburst.' The unexpected color combinations that vary from mostly
gold with orange accents to mostly orange with gold tips are part of the charm
of this sun-loving annual. The 15-inch plants are compact enough for containers
and vivid enough to stand out in the landscape.

Zinnia 'Profusion Double Hot Cherry'

It's a good year for zinnias, with two new gold medal winning varieties.
Gardeners who love red will cheer for 'Profusion Double Hot Cherry.' The
'Profusion' series has already impressed many with its superior heat tolerance,
disease resistance, and deadhead-free maintenance schedule. Unlike some
zinnias that fade to an ugly pinkish-brown, this zinnia won't fade in the dog days
of summer, 'Double Hot Cherry' will hold its bright red shade until first frost.
The one-foot tall plants look cheerful when paired with other heat lovers like
vinca or globe amaranth.

With Gaura lindheimeri 'Sparkle White' awarded both prestigious awards, I'm
sure many gardeners will be looking for this beauty at the garden centers this
spring.  And depending whether you have space in your garden beds or enjoy
hanging baskets, there is a winner here to brighten everyone's garden, even
vegetable growers.

2014 All-America Selections

Gaura lindheimeri 'Sparkle white' and Phaseolus
vulgaris 'Mascotte', a bush bean, won the 
2014 All-America Selections (AAS).  Both of these
winners were trialed next to two other similar
varieties that are currently on the market. The AAS

judges did a side-by-side analysis of growth habit, taste, disease resistance and
more to determine if these were truly better than those already available to
home gardeners. Only those flower entries with superior garden performance or
the vegetables with superior taste and garden performance are given the AAS
stamp of approval.

The bedding plant winner, 'Sparkle White' Gaura, flowers from June to
September bringing an elegant touch to the garden with its long slender stems
sporting a large number of dainty white flowers tinged with a pink blush. This
beauty is perfect mass planted in sun-drenched landscape beds, grouped with
other perennials or in larger containers. 

Phaseolus vulgaris 'Mascotte' is the first AAS winning bean since 1991.
'Mascotte' is a compact bush type bean that produces long, slender stringless
pods that remain above the foliage for easy harvest and is perfect for the small
garden. This bean exhibits white showy flowers for ornamental value during
bloom time. The crunchiness and taste of this bean as well as the plentiful all
season harvest won over the judges. 'Mascotte' is ideal for patio containers and
window boxes, and performs well in garden beds.  

Fleuroselect Gold Medal Winning Flowers for 2014: 
New Annual and Perennial Flowers of Exceptional Quality

Fleuroselect, together with participating members, conducts trials of new
ornamental varieties at 18 private trial grounds across Europe. Entries are
evaluated versus existing comparison varieties by expert and independent
judges on criteria including innovation, practical use, quality and exclusivity.
The Fleuroselect Gold Medal is awarded to new varieties that clearly
supersede existing varieties in terms of breeding innovation and beauty. This
prestigious award symbolizes excellence in breeding and beauty and the
organization promotes the winners in the press, at trade fairs and in display
gardens across the world.

Gaura lindheimeri 'Sparkle White' must be truly extraordinary to be
awarded not only the All-American Selection and also the Fleuroselect Gold
Medal.  

Pelargonium 'Pinto Primo White to Rose'

Many gardeners may still refer to this plant as the ivy geranium rather
than the new name pelargonium.  Regardless of your name preference, you
will definitely love the electric pink blossoms of the 'Pinto Primo White to
Rose' Pelargonium. As the long name suggests, the ever-evolving color
ranges from white, to pastel pink, to vibrant pink. The six-inch showy flower
heads and foliage will draw attention in your hanging baskets, window boxes
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